Preliminary List of Participants
UPIAM - UNION PROFESSIONNELLE DE L'INDUSTRIE
AUTOMOBILE ET MÉCANIQUE

WESTCAM FERTIGUNGSTECHNIK GMBH
Software products

Automobile manufacturer's Association of Algeria

Austria
Algeria

LINAMAR CORPORATION
ANGER MACHINING GMBH
Anger has been developing systems for the machining of serial
parts, structural parts, and turn-key solutions in the automotive
industry since 1982
Austria

The company's reputation was built upon its expertise in
precision machining of metallic powertrain products for the
automotive industry. Linamar's capabilities, systems and
practices span far beyond the reach of the automotive sector
however.
Canada

HIRTENBERGER AG
ORTHEY MOLD (HK) LTD MOLD FACTORY

Producer of small and large callibre ammunition
Austria

manufacture plastic injection molds and plastic parts for
automobiles,consumer electronics
China

MAGNA POWERTRAIN
Magna Powertrain is a premier supplier for the global
automotive industry with full capabilities in powertrain design,
development, testing and manufacturing
Austria

SICHUAN YEMA AUTOMOBILE CO., LTD.
Chinese automobile manufacturer which has built buses and
automobiles under the Yema brand since 2002
China

VE VISION EDUCATION GMBH
ACAPLAST AUTOMOTIVE

Tailor-made language learning app. One app, numerous
possibilities for application
Austria

The story of the Acaplast Group involves over fifty years of
history and ongoing development as rubber and plastics
specialists.
France
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CONTINENTAL ENGINEERING SERVICES

THYSSENKRUPP SYSTEMS ENGINEERING FRANCE

Engineering services company specialized in embedded
electronic systems / Subcontractor manufacturing electronic
boards, sensors, and other components.
France

Leader en conception et intégration pour l'assemblage
France

ALLTEC GMBH
HITCHINER FRANCE
Hitchiner is the premier supplier of complete-to-print, highvolume, complex thin-wall investment castings and fullyfinished casting-based subassemblies and components to
industry.
France

Complete laser and applications know-how. Innovative clientspecific solutions. Laser systems, Laser markers, laser marking
machines, high-precision laser engraving machines. Competent
consultation and first-class customer service across the globe.
Germany

AMETEK GMBH - DIVISION CREAFORM
KYOCERA FRANCE
Marketing of large components and other electronic equipment
France

3D laser scanners, laser trackers, CMMs, 3D software, training,
3D scanning services, inspection, design and reverse
Germany

GEBR. TITGEMEYER GMBH & CO KG
PCI/SCEMM
Designer and manufacturer of machining systems by chips
removal
France

Industrial adhesive materials - Other joining technologies Machines for joining technologies. Bausatzsysteme und
Fahrgestelltechnik, Karosseriebauteile und Pritschensysteme.
Germany

POLYWORKS EUROPA

HAVER & BOECKER OHG

Innovative Solutions. Leader in 3D Metrology. Quality &
Flexibility. Services: PolyWorks Inspector, PolyWorks Modeler,
PolyWorks Talisman, PolyWorks Viewer
France

The Haver & Boecker Wire Weavers produce woven wire cloth
and process it into engineered woven wire products.
Germany
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HIGHYAG LASERTECHNOLOGIE GMBH

KAIJO SHIBUYA EUROPE GMBH

II-VI HIGHYAG is one of the world's leading suppliers in the laser
material processing industry. Its innovative laser processing
heads and fiber beam delivery systems are used for laser cutting
and welding as well as for brazing.
Germany

ULTRASONIC CLEANING SYSTEMS.
Germany

PÖPPELMANN GMBH & CO. KG KUNSTSTOFF-WERKZEUGBAU

IMC MESSYSTEME GMBH
imc DataWorks offers an extensive range of Integrated
Measurement Engineering instrumentation incorporating
dedicated measurement hardware, software solutions and the
knowledge to support your mechanical and electromechanical
data acquisition needs
Germany

INGUN PRÜFMITTELBAU GMBH
Precision Testing for 40 years Quality through Precision developing, manufacturing and selling Testing Equipment for
various fields
Germany

Pöppelmann KAPSTO® Plastic protective caps and plugs for
every application. Our KAPSTO® protective caps and plugs
ensure optimum protection during production, storage and
transport.
Germany

ROSLER OBERLACHENTECHNIK GMBH
Rösler is the only surface finishing supplier in the world that
offers the two most essential finishing technologies, mass
finishing and shot blasting, as well as industrial washing systems
and in-house production and development.
Germany

STRATASYS
Stratasys is a world leader in 3D printing
Germany

ITS AUTOMOTIVE NORD
ITS mobility enters into dialog and stimulates development in
the mobility branch – our events and projects form an ideal
platform for exchanging ideas and knowledge among experts
and potential cooperation partners
Germany

PENN ENGINEERING
PennEngineering has enjoyed a sustained history as a global
leader in the fastening industry since 1942. PEM®, the
company’s leading brand has been recognized as the premier
product in the thin sheet fastening industry for over 75 years.
Ireland
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CHIARO MACCHINE SPECIALI SRL

INGLASS SPA

Special machines

HRSflow Inglass is a worldwide company specialized in the
development and production of high-performance hot-runner
systems for plastic injection industry applications.
Italy

Italy

A.C.S.A. STEEL FORGINGS SPA
Forging activities
Italy

MAFALDA AUTOMOTIVE SRL
Machining of metal and plastic parts, assembling, supply of subassemblies, active logistic for all industry sectors: Automotive,
Truck, Construction vehicles, Special vehicles, Rolling Stock,
Marine, Industry in general, ...
Italy

DEMAK
Producers of room-pressure and vacuum equipment for the
meter-mix of epoxy, polyurethane, silicone, polybutadienic
resins suitable for potting and encapsulating, vacuum casting,
gluing and bonding, gasketing and coating of industrial
components
Italy

MARCEGAGLIA- NOVERO SPA
Soldiers and soldered steel tubes, cut pieces and mechanized
caps.
Italy

GM GLOBAL PROPULSION SYSTEMS – TORINO S.R.L.
Propulsion Systems
Italy

NUOVA SIMACH SRL
Engineering and progressive tooling construction. Metal
stamped parts production
Italy

I.M.A.TE.G. 93 SRL
Manufacturing by molding and insert molding of technical
rubber items
Italy
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PIEMONTE AGENCY - AUTOMOTIVE PROJECT

WELLDEX GLOBAL

The PIEMONTE AGENCY Automotive Project provides
international players with a preferential channel to meet and
develop business with a selection of more than 200 top class
Italian companies based in Torino - Piemonte, active in the
automotive sector.
Italy

Experts providng integrated solutions for your supply chain.
Ocean & Air Freight, Projects, Customs Brokerage, Warehousing
& Distribution, VMI Vendor Management Inventory, Cargo
Insurance, Trading, Inspections.
Mexico

AMICA
PROGIND SRL
Manufacturing of moulds for plastic material and sheet metal.
Italy

Moroccan Association for Automotive Industry and Trade
Morocco

FUJIKURA AUTOMOTIVE MOROCCO
ROBOTICOM - FABBRICA MACHINALE
Robotic automation for finishing surface, Plastics, Composits,
Metals
Italy

Fujikura offers a variety of electricity distribution systems for
vehicles.
Morocco

YAZAKI
COFOCE - COORDINADORA DE FOMENTO AL COMERCIO
EXTERIOR DEL ESTADO DE GUANAJUATO
Trade Promotion Agency of Guanajuato
Mexico

Yazaki is a worldwide operating automotive supplier from Japan
and proud to be the world's largest producer of wiring
harnesses.
Morocco

ISGO MANUFACTURING

CIMAT LTD

Custom injection molding and assembling company,
manufacture and assemble plastic components

CIMAT is a high-tech and manufacturer of balancing machines
for industry and craft workshops. We aim to provide clients with
the most up-to-date technological solutions to meet the
customer's individual needs
Poland

Mexico
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AEP/AFIA - ASSOCIAÇÃO EMPRESARIAL DE PORTUGAL

INCOMPOL, INDUSTRIA DE COMPONENTES SA

Representing the main sectors of economy and the main
industrial regions all over the country

Manufacturing of metallic components, mainly stamped parts,
serial lathings and components assembly/welding, to the
Automotive, Electrical/Electronic, Electrical household
appliances Industry and Aeronautics
Portugal

Portugal

CEFAMOL
Portuguese Organisation promoting the moulds industry,
technological research, professional work training and the
exchange of technical and scientific information with other
institutions working in the same area both in Portugal and
abroad
Portugal

SOPAIS - COMPONENTES METÁLICOS LDA.
Metallic components for the automotive Industry
Portugal

SOPLAST MOURA MOUTINHO & MORAIS S.A
ELASTOMER SOLUTIONS PORTUGAL, LDA
Elastomer solutions group develops, produces and distributes
technical parts in rubber, rubber to plastic, thermoplastic,
silicon and other polymeric materials
Portugal

Production of small buttons for the textile industry moving later
on for complex plastic components for the automotive industry
Portugal

STOKVIS CELIX PORTUGAL

EPEDAL INDUSTRIA DE COMPONENTES METALICOS, SA
Manufacturer of metallic components for the automotive
industry
Portugal

Interiors, exteriors, batteries, electronics. We specialize in
applications such as: sealing, protection, boding, spacer, gap
filling, decoration, grounding, ventilation, sound
absorption/insulation and many more
Portugal

KATE, LLC
KATE LLC is the first Russian developer and manufacturer of
automatic transmissions, electric and hybrid transmissions
Russia
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3DS.COM - DASSAULT SYSTEMS SPAIN

AXON'CABLE - SPANISH OFFICE

3D design, engineering, modelling, simulation, data
management and process management on the cloud

The group designs and manufactures custom design wires,
composite cables, flat flex cables, cable assemblies, connectors
and mini-systems for high tech applications
Spain

Spain

ADVANTAGE AUSTRIA MADRID
Austrian Economic Chambers that provides a broad range of
intelligence and business development services for both
Austrian companies and their international business partners
Spain

BATZ S. COOP.
As a global supplier to leading automotive OEMs since 1963,
BATZ is focused on improving car efficiency through own
innovative solutions in Lightweighting and Active Aero.
Spain

AJUSA
Ajusa is a manufacturer of the following product lines, both for
OEM/OES and IAM:,Engine gaskets,Hydraulic
lifters,Camshafts,Turbo oil feed pipes,Rubber components
(injection),Copper washers
Spain

BENTELER ESPANA S.A.U.
German company operating worldwide in the fields of
automotive technology, steel and tube production, engineering
and distribution
Spain

AMADEO MARTI CARBONELL

BÜHLER SA

Casting and machining supplier for the automotive industry,
AMC, is specialised in high precision machining of aluminium
components such as engine cylinder heads as well as complex
aluminium gravity casting and high pressure die casting
Spain

Bühler Spain is your competent partner when it comes to
machines, plants and services for the grain and food processing
as well as for producing high-quality materials.Bühler has been
operating in Spain since 1896, with its facility located in Madrid
Spain

APTIV S&P MOBILITY SERVICES SPAIN, S.L.

CAAR (CLUSTER AUTOMOBILE D'ARAGON)
Spain

Automotive Cluster of the Region of Aragon
Spain
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CAMARA OFICIAL DE COMERCIO E INDUSTRIA DE ALAVA

DS SMITH - TECNICARTON S.L.

The Chamber of Commerce offers businesses training and
advice on issues of Internationalization, Industry, Trade

Design bespoke packages and we select the perfect material for
your product needs, we can also prepare the inside of your
packaging for optimum fastening and protection of the product,
with cardboard, foams, plastic...
Spain

Spain

CELULOSA FABRIL SA (CEFA)
TIER1
Spain

ECOINVEST
Consulting bureau for automotive industry
Spain

CHASSIX SPAIN
Precision chassis casting and machining solutions.
Spain

CIE AUTOMOTIVE
Automotive components (with 6 basic technologies –
Aluminium, Forging, Stamping and Tube Welding, Machining,
Plastic and Casting, present in 9 countries)
Spain

EKIDE, S.L.
Engineering and Integration of Manufacturing Technologies for
high-value-added assemblies, Checking Fixtures and Machine
Vision & Robotics
Spain

ELAUSA ELECTRONICS
Electronics and other devices for automotive industry
Spain

CROPU S.A.
Supplier of Components for the automotive industry with 40
years of history. Leader in integrating processes and
technologies, offering its customers parts and ready for
assemblies
Spain

EULEN S.A.
Grupo EULEN provides Production Quality Services in the
Automotive Industry, focusing on management and quality
assurance in manufacturing lines, inspection, conformity
assessments, reports, reprocessing tasks and production of subassemblies
Spain
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EXPLEO GROUP

FUJIKURA AUTOMOTIVE EUROPE

Trusted partner for end-to-end, integrated engineering, quality
services and management consulting for digital transformation
Spain

Specialized in the development and manufacturing of wire
harnesses, seat sensors, plastic parts and electronic components
for the automotive sector
Spain

FAGOR EDERLAN S. COOP.
Leading automotive component supplier for Chassis &
Powertrain applications for the major OEMs and Tier1.
Iintegrated in MONDRAGON Corporation with 18 plants in
Europe, North America, South America and Asia and over 4,500
professionals
Spain

FUJITSU TEN ESPAÑA, S.A.
Tier 1 for ECUs and Electronic Products, offering Electronic
Manufacturing Services in a state-of-the-art plant with excellent
support on Product Industrialization
Spain

GESTAMP
FAT SOLUCIONES DE CORTE S.L.U.
Manufacture of machines for cutting metal profiles
Spain

Gestamp is an international leader in the design, development
and manufacture of automotive components for the main
automotive manufacturers
Spain

FICOSA INTERNATIONAL
Top-tier global provider devoted to the research, development,
manufacturing and marketing of high-technology vision, safety,
connectivity and efficiency systems for the automotive and
mobility sectors
Spain

GRUPO ANTOLIN
One of the largest players in the car interiors and number 1
worldwide supplier of headliner substrates. Products with high
added value to outfit automobile interiors: Overheads & Trunk
Trim, Doors & Hard Trim, Lighting and Cockpits & Consoles
Spain

FLE&MASK SL
Projects, production and assembly of lean structure, design and
analysis Construction of automatic painting lines powder
coating, e-coating and spray
Spain

GRUPO EMPRESARIAL LARRIÓN
group composed of six long-standing business organizations
from the sectors of steel cutting, wiring and electronics.
Spain
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HEXAGON MANUFACTURING INTELLIGENCE

INFOR GLOBAL ESPAÑA Y PORTUGAL

Hexagon Metrology brands represent an unrivaled global
installed base of millions of Coordinate Measuring Machines
(CMMs), portable measuring systems and handheld
instruments, and tens of thousands of metrology software
licenses.
Spain

Global leader in business cloud software products for
companies in industry specific markets
Spain

INKATOR, S.A. GRUPO PECOL

IFEMA-FERIA DE MADRID
Spain's Leading International Trade Fair for the Automotive
Industry Targeting Trade Visitors from the Iberian Peninsula,
Latin America and North Africa
Spain

With more than 35 years of experience INKATOR S.A., has been
dedicated to the manufacture of special components by cold
forming under customer’s requirements
Spain

INSTANT LINK
Logistic Services
Spain

INDUSTRIAS GES, S.A.
specialised in precision stamping and bihler for Automotive
sector since 1982
Spain

INDUSTRIAS JACINTO HERRERO, SL
Specialists mainly in metal components for the automotive
industry and electrical appliances. Cold Stamping (800 Tonnes),
Welding robot MIG/MAG, Components assembly, tube forming,
2D/3D Laser cutting, CNC Punching and Bending
Spain

ISOVOLTA
International manufacturer of electrical insulating materials,
technical laminates and composites and maintains a global
presence
Spain

JETRO MADRID
The Japan External Trade Organization (JETRO) is a Japanese
government-related organization that promotes mutually
beneficial trade and investment relations between Japan and
other nations.
Spain
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KUEHNE + NAGEL SA

MECANIZADOS PALENCIA S.L.L.

Kuehne + Nagel develops and delivers customised aerospace
solutions for manufacturers, leasing companies, airlines and
services companies. These companies specialise in maintenance,
repair, overhaul (MRO), ground handling and in-flight services
Spain

fabricación de troqueles
Spain

MELEGHY AUTOMOTIVE BARCELONA S.A.U.
Sheet metal forming, joining technology and plastics technology
Spain

LAND ROVER - JAGUAR SPAIN
UK's largest car manufacturer
Spain

METALURGICA CEMBRANOS S.A.
Stamping of sheet metal components, joint welding and 3D
laser cutting for the automotive sector, being Tier 1 suppliers
Spain

MADES, MALAGA AEROSPACE, DEFENSE & ELECTRONICS
SYSTEMS S.A.U.
MADES, provides Electronic Systems Manufacturing (EMS) and
Testing Services for high-reliability applications
Spain

MANTENGO INDUSTRIAL MAINTENANCE SERVICES S.L.
Conducting industrial works and provision of maintenance in
the industry
Spain

METROLOGIA SARIKI SA - UNCETA
Unceta Group member, is a provider of measurement solutions
specialized in measurement consultancy, metrology systems
supply, user training, post-sales technical support, engineering
services, measuring services and turnkey projects
Spain

MINISTERIO DE DEFENSA ESPAÑA
Administrative and executive body of the Spanish Armed Forces
Spain

MAQUINSER, S.A.
Distribution, installation and maintenance of machining
machinery numerical control for metalics and carbon fiber
components. Special applications projects Turn Key
Spain
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MONDRAGON CORPORACION COOPERATIVA

PILZ INDUSTRIEELEKTRONIK S.L.

Leading company in the design and manufacture of automatic
solutions for assembling industrial components providing
automated solutions, assembly lines and end of line testers for
automotive sector components
Spain

Automation technology company
Spain

PLASTICOS ZARAGON S.L

MUELLES Y BALLESTAS HISPANO-ALEMANAS - MBHA
Since 1963, the name of MBHA has been synonymous with the
development and production of all types of high-quality leaf
springs for light, medium and heavy trucks
Spain

50 years of innovative plastics processing, Thermoplastic
injection molding of complex plastic parts; Development,
construction, mold making, production, assembly, quality
assurance and logistics.Certification according to ISO TS 16949
Spain

PREMO SL
NAGAMOHR, SA
High precision turning, specialized in complex shafts mainly for
the automotive industry
Spain

Leader in Innovative Magnetics enabling Technology for the 4th
Industrial Revolution: RFID, NFC, Virtual Reality, Augmented
Reality, IoT, Electric Vehicles and M2M.
Spain

RMS RAPID MANUFACTURING SYSTEMS SL (EOS)
NEFAB SA

Additive Manufacturing - 3D Printing Industrial

Industrial packaging manufacturer, returnable and export
wooden packaging products

Spain
Spain
RUEDAS ALEX S.L.U.
Manufacturer of high quality industrial wheels and supports
Spain

NORCAUCHO
Leader Group in the design and manufacturing of technical
rubber parts, with facilities in Mexico, EEUU, China and Italy,
where we find the headquarter, Artex S.P.A, company with
more than 45 years of history in this sector
Spain
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SECPHO - SOUTHERN EUROPEAN CLUSTER IN PHOTONICS AND
OPTICS
Spanish cluster dedicated to phonotic technologies
Spain

SIEMENS, SA
Siemens is a leading multinational company that operates in the
fields of industry, energy, healthcare, infrastructure and cities.
The company develop and manufacture innovative products,
design and install complex systems and projects
Spain

SEEBURGER
Market leader for complex Integration Solutions and Cloud
Services With 11 locations in North America, Europe and Asia
and with more than 10,000 customers SEEBURGER is a market
leader for Business Integration.
Spain

SERNAUTO

SMP AUTOMOTIVE TECHNOLOGY IBERICA SL
Specialist for plastic based modules (cockpits, door panels,
bumper modules and innovative plastic vehicle body parts)
Spain

SODEINTEC SL (SOCIEDAD DE INNOVACIONES TECNOLOGICAS
VALENCIANAS, S.L.)

Automotive Association of Automotive Suppliers
Spain

Additive Manufacturing, Prototyping, 3D Digitizing
Spain

SERRA GLOBAL TECHNOLOGY S.L. (SERTEK S.L.)
SOLITIUM, S.L.

Sale and processing of technical adhesive tapes, electrical
insulation, special films and technical product labelling.

Information Technologies Services
Spain

Spain

SGS ESPAÑA

SUNSUNDEGUI

World's leading inspection, verification, testing and certification
company. SGS can help you to ensure the success of your
project, reduce risks, minimize costs and build a reliable,
competitive and high-performance supply chain
Spain

Bodywork of large-tonnage vehicles, especially coaches and
trains.
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TALLERES ORAN

VELCRO EUROPE SA

ORAN manufactures large and medium-sized vehicle
components (stamping, welding, painting), and also produces
stamping dies. ORAN offers an integral service of component
production from the design phase, and are specialists in
medium and short series
Spain

Premier manufacturer and innovator of hook and loop fasteners
Spain

VICOMTECH-IK4
We apply Artificial Intelligence and Visual Computing technics
improving manufacturing processes and developing
autonomous driving technology
Spain

TORSESA
Aeronautics, petrochemicals, mining, wind power, food, marine,
amongst others. We bring our expertise to a wide range of
industrial sectors that value the support of a customer-oriented,
technical team with extensive experience
Spain

TRUMPF MAQUINARIA, SA
Largest manufacturer of fabricating equipment and industrial
lasers: innovative, high-quality products and solutions in the
areas of sheet metal processing, laser-based production
processes and electronic applications
Spain

VALLE PERFILADORAS Y LINEAS ESPECIALES S.L. - STAM SPAIN

ZANINI AUTO GRUP
Originally specializing in wheel covers for the automotive
industry, Zanini has grown to 1,300 employees supplying 70
million wheel trim units a year to almost every automaker in the
world
Spain

ZATEC, SA
Injection moulding company of small and technical parts in
engineering plastics with more than 25 years of expertise,
supplying to different plants of tier1 customers. By this reason
we are certified with IATF16949.
Spain

Manufacture of forming machines, forming, cold profile and
special lines for the work of strapping and sheet metal.
Spain
PLASTIC ELECTROMECHANIC COMPANY - PEC
Engineering plastics injection - Upkeep and maintenance of
molds - Finishing, assembly & integration - Wired cabling
Tunisia
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POLYMERES SA

ERKALIP

POLYMERES S.A. is an industrial compounding unit of
engineering plastic raw materials for injection, essentially
intended for the electric, electronic and automobile sectors
Tunisia

Design, production and sales of sheet metal cutting, forming
tool
Turkey

HÜNER KRIKO VE YEDEK PARÇA LTD STI
TUNISIAN AUTOMOTIVE ASSOCIATION

Spare parts for automotive industry

Tunisian Automotive Association

Turkey
Tunisia

KARIBU EVENTS
A PLAS GENEL OTOMOTIV MAM. SAN. VE LTD STI

Coordination of turkish automotive delegation

Plastic product groups consist of inner trim, outer trim and
under engine parts.
Turkey

Turkey

OMTEK OTOMOTIV MOBILYA SANAYI VE TIC A.S.
Spare parts for automotive sector

B PLAS AUTOMOTIVE LTD STI

Turkey

Plastic technogies, injection and blow moulding, painting
Technologies
Turkey
ORVEN KAUCUK LTD STI

ELATEK KAUÇUK SANAYI TICARET AS.
Design and production of rubber mixtures, rubber hose systems,
rubber-molded parts, plastic blow pipes and thermoformed
plastic tubes, cold forming, welding, assembly of metal pipes
Turkey

Orven Kauçuk is proud of giving high qualitiy service to domestic
and foreign automotive industry by having the quality system of
ISO/TS 16949:2002 which is supported by its dynamic
organization and continous improvement philosophy of its
workers
Turkey
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SAHINKUL MAKINA VE YEDEK PARÇA SAN. TIC. A.S.
Wide press line
Turkey

SEGER SES VE ELEKTRIKLI GERECLER
Electrical componant manufacturer
Turkey

OAKLAND COUNTY, ECONOMIC DEV. & COMMUNITY AFFAIRS
Oakland county, located in the state of Michigan
USA
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